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prevent any question being raised of their use of the island as a
naval base. When the news could no longer be concealed, the
officers gave it as their opinion, that " when Germany had
conquered France, peace would be made with England, in which
case Britain would probably gain some territory as she had such
good diplomatists," a compliment at least for Lord-Grey. The
reality of the war was brought home by the concrete fact that
the ships were reliably reported to be in fighting trim, \rith
no woodwork visible. That Sunday evening one of us saw the
squadron going round in the dusk, the flagship leading. They
had said that they would come again, but they never did. They
went on their way to Coronel and the FalMands.
On Monday morning we met our photographer by arrange-
ment on the road to Mataveri, in order to take some of the half-
way terraces ;   he had brought two newspapers, which had at
last been got hold of, and we sat down beneath a wall to read
them.   They were German ones, of September I5th and jyth,
published in Chile, and contained little news; but we read between
the lines that things were going better in France, for the Germans
had made " a strategic retreat according to plan," and then the
" curtain fell on the great drama.   The ground rocked for us, as
it did at home in those first August days ; it was just one week
since we had covered up our diggings and it seemed centuries,
How much to believe we did not know, but some of it sounded
plausible, and when later we found that England was facing the
struggle as a united whole, and that there was still a British
Empire, we felt that the greatest nightmare of the war had
passed.
From the personal point of view our thoughts turned, of
course, to the yacht; she would no doubt remain in safety
at Talcahuano, that was a comfort. At any other time it wodd
have been a matter of anxiety that the crew should continue
indefinitely Without employment, and that there was no pecuniary
arrangement there for so long a detention; as it was, we were so
absolutely helpless that the futility of-worrying was obvious.
As regards ourselves, we could x>nly cut down our use of such
-things as flour and tea, and wait; our experience of war rations
:.thus^came -early. The most serious threatened shortage was
of paper, .It was- intensely strange to go back to digg^S
when .morning, noon, and night our hearts were.

